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Clinical Scenario:
Paramedics are called to a 65-year-old patient complaining of chest pain in a remote area of the local county. When the
medics arrive, they find that the patient has gone VSA. Due to the location of the call, additional resources are unable to
arrive before transport must be initiated. This leaves one medic to manage CPR during a lengthy transport. Will the medic
be able to ensure effective compressions during transport, or should mechanical CPR devices be utilized?
Background:
For patients experiencing a cardiac arrest out-of-hospital, effective CPR – with an emphasis on effective chest compressions – is
critical to help in their survival. The purpose behind chest compressions is to help blood perfuse the patient’s vital organs despite the
heart not working properly. For CPR to be most effective, the compressions in adults should be at least two inches deep, allow for full
chest recoil, and occur at a rate of around 100-120 beats per minute. There should also be no lengthy pause in compressions. CPR
therefore places great strain on the person performing compressions, and as such it is recommended that rescuers rotate the person
doing compressions after each analysis (two minutes). The consensus among medics in the field is that mechanical CPR devices are
less effective as paramedics in performing these compressions. However, there may be cases where it is not possible for a person to
be performing compressions (extrication) or cases where prolonged CPR could affect quality (transport). Given the importance of
CPR in ensuring patient outcomes, it is therefore necessary to research the effectiveness of mechanical CPR devices compared to
manually performed CPR.

Review question:
Patient/Problem: Adult patients in cardiac arrest requiring CPR.
Intervention: Effectiveness of mechanical CPR devices in bettering patient outcomes.
Comparison: Current paramedic practice of manual chest compressions.
Outcome: Patient survivability and outcome.
Search strategy (Basic):
("Paramedic" OR "paramedicine" OR "ems" OR "emergency medical service" OR "emt" OR "emergency medical
technician" OR "nurse" OR "bystander" OR "pre-hospital" OR "prehospital" OR "emergency medicine")
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AND
(“Mechanical CPR” OR “mechanical chest compressions”)
AND
(“Effectiveness” OR “outcomes”)
Limits:
Language: English
Years: Jan. 2012 – Feb. 2022
Peer reviewed
Databases searched: PubMed, MEDLINE
Search results:
PubMed: 65, MEDLINE: 3
Included for review:
Three articles were included for review. The reason for their inclusion was a mixture of study date, with a bias towards
more recently published papers, as well as study type. Preference was given to randomized controlled trials. Finally,
studies with large sample sizes were given preference.
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Study
design &
Population
LOE
The
Retrospective Inclusion
Comparison of analytical
criteria: Adult
Manual and
study.
patients who
Mechanical
experienced an
Chest
LEO: 2
out of hospital
Compression
cardiac arrest
on Survival and
(n=818).
Long-Term
Neurological
Exclusion
Outcome of
criteria: patients
Nontraumatic
younger than
Out-of-Hospital
18, patients with
Cardiac Arrest
terminal
Patients.
diseases, and
patients
Authors:
suffering a
Halhalli et. al.
traumatic
cardiac arrest.
Year: 2020
All participants
were taken from
the Kocaeli
Derince Training
and Research
Hospital in
Turkey from
2014-2018.
Title, author,
year
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Intervention
The intervention
group (n=473)
had CPR
conducted via a
LUCAS 2
mechanical
chest
compression
system set to a
depth of 5cm at
a rate of
100bpm.
The control
group (n=345)
was provided
with CPR from
trained
healthcare
providers.

Outcomes
Patient
outcomes:
Return of
spontaneous
circulation, one
day survival,
one month
survival, 3
month survival,
six month
survival, and
one year
survival.
Patients were
also assessed
for a Modified
Rankin Score
after one year.

Results
Mechanical CPR:
42.3% of patients
achieved a
ROSC.
Manual CPR:
46.4% achieved a
ROSC.
The percentage of
patients with an
mRS score under
four was 3.5%
and 4% for
manual CPR and
mechanical CPR
participants,
respectively.

Weaknesses &
Strengths
Strengths:
- This study
utilizes human
patients.
- Large sample
size of 818
patients.
- Population
group were all
adult.
Weaknesses:
- Study was
conducted
with patients
inside a
hospital, not a
prehospital
environment.
- Quality of
manual CPR
not taken into
account.
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Mechanical
versus manual
chest
compression
for out-ofhospital
cardiac arrest
(PARAMEDIC):
a pragmatic,
cluster
randomised
controlled trial
Authors:
Perkins et. al.
Year: 2015

Cluster
randomized
controlled
trial.
LOE: 2

Inclusion
criteria: Patients
suffering an
OHCA, aged 18
or older
(n=4471).
Exclusion
criteria:
pregnant
patients,
patients
suffering a
traumatic
cardiac arrest.
All participants
were taken from
people served
by ambulance
services in the
West Midlands,
North East
England, Wales,
and South
Central regions
of the United
Kingdom.
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The intervention
group (n=1652)
received chest
compressions
from a LUCAS-2
system set to
give
compressions at
a depth of 4053mm at a rate
of 102bpm, all
while allowing
full chest recoil.
The control
group (n=2819)
received manual
chest
compressions
from trained
paramedics,
aiming for a
depth of 5060mm, a rate of
100-120bpm,
while allowing
for chest recoil.

The primary
outcome was to
study patient
survivability 30
days after the
cardiac arrest.
Secondary
outcomes
analyzed were
survival to 3
months, 12
months, and
neurological
outcomes.
Favourable
neurological
outcomes are
defined as a
Cerebral
Performance
Category (CPC)
score of 1 or 2
at 3 months.

Intervention
group: of the 1652
cases, 32%
received a ROSC,
6% survived to 30
days, 6% survived
to 3 months, and
5% survived to 12
months. Those
who survived with
a favourable
neurological
outcome
numbered 5%

Strengths:
- Utilizes real
human
patients in the
field.
- Conducted by
emergency
services in the
prehospital
environment.
- Large sample
size that was
chosen
randomly.

Control group: of
the 2819 cases,
31% received a
ROSC, 7%
survived to 30
days, 6% survived
to 3 months, and
6% survived to 12
months. Those
who survived with
a favourable
neurological
outcome
numbered 6%.

Weaknesses:
- There was no
way of
monitoring the
quality of
manual CPR
provided to
patients.
- Limited
availability of
LUCAS-2
devices
meant less
participants in
the
intervention
group than
control.
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Manual versus
Mechanical
Chest
Compressions
on Surfaces of
Varying
Softness with
or without
Backboards: A
Randomized,
Crossover
Manikin Study.
Author: Putzer
et. al.
Year: 2016

Randomized,
crossover
manikin
study.
LOE: 2

Twenty four
advanced life
support (ALS)
certified
rescuers,
certified in both
manual and
mechanical
CPR.
CPR was
performed on
Resusci-Anne
manikins on
different
surfaces.
Mannikins had
15kg added on
to correct for
torse weight of
an adult patient.

Rescuers
formed into
teams of two
with each
rescuer
performing the
same CPR
scenario on
different
surfaces.
Scenarios were
both completed
utilizing manual
compressions
and mechanical
compressions.
Scenarios each
lasted six
minutes.

The primary
outcome was
the percentage
of chest
compressions
performed
correctly relative
to the number of
total
compressions.

Mechanical
compressions
scenario:
performed with
the use of a
LUCAS-2
device.

The secondary
outcome was a
measurement of
hands-off time.

Manual
compression
scenario: teams
performed CPR
to ALS
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Correct
compressions
were defined as
50-60mm in
depth, 100120bpm, and
allowing for full
recoil.

90% of
mechanical chest
compressions
were performed
correctly
compared to 30%
for manual
compressions.
This was mainly
due to manual
compressions
failing to
compress the
chest to the
proper depth.
Hands off time
was 15-20
seconds longer
for mechanical
compressions
compared to
manual
compressions.

Strengths:
- Ability to
monitor the
quality of
manual
compressions
and
mechanical
compressions
scientifically
with use of a
manikin.
Weaknesses:
- CPR was
performed on
manikins,
therefore
results may
not be
reflective in
human
patients.
- Small
population of
only twenty
four.
- Short
scenario
length is
unrealistic of
OHCA cases.
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Title, author,
year

Study
design &
LOE

Population

Intervention
standards and
rotated
compressors
every two
minutes.

Outcomes

Results

Weaknesses &
Strengths
-

Laboratory
setting not
representative
of CPR in the
field.

Comments:
The articles were chosen for this review for the following reasons. First, articles that presented information irrelevant to the
research question and studies that duplicated methods previously undertaken were removed from selection. Secondly,
selection was based in a way to provide a range of study focuses. Therefore, each article selected for review looked at a
different aspect of mechanical vs. manual CPR. One looked at it in the hospital setting, one in the prehospital setting, and
one on manikins in a laboratory setting.

Considerations:
There are a few things to consider when using the evidence provided here. It is worth noting that these articles were
selected purely on the aspect of analyzing the effectiveness of mechanical CPR devices on patients in cardiac arrest.
Therefore, studies looking at possible cost/benefits of utilizing mechanical over manual CPR were not analyzed.
Furthermore, the studies included all had CPR being performed by trained healthcare professionals, therefore manual
CPR results may not be applicable to the general public.
It is also worth noting that the only article to show that mechanical CPR was superior to manual CPR was conducted on
manikins and not humans.
Clinical bottom line:
The bottom line is that mechanical and manual CPR are nearly equally effective in real world scenarios where trained
professionals are conducting the CPR.
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